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Abstract

The mRNA coding sequence defines not only the amino acid sequence of the protein, but also the speed
at which the ribosomes move along the mRNA while making the protein. The non-uniform local kinetics –
denoted as translational rhythm – is similar among mRNAs coding for related protein folds. Deviations
from this conserved rhythm can result in protein misfolding. In this review we summarize the experimental
evidence demonstrating how local translation rates affect cotranslational protein folding, with the focus on
the synonymous codons and patches of charged residues in the nascent peptide as best-studied exam-
ples. Alterations in nascent protein conformations due to disturbed translational rhythm can persist off the
ribosome, as demonstrated by the effects of synonymous codon variants of several disease-related pro-
teins. Charged amino acid patches in nascent chains also modulate translation and cotranslational protein
folding, and can abrogate translation when placed at the N-terminus of the nascent peptide. During
cotranslational folding, incomplete nascent chains navigate through a unique conformational landscape
in which earlier intermediate states become inaccessible as the nascent peptide grows. Precisely tuned
local translation rates, as well as interactions with the ribosome, guide the folding pathway towards the
native structure, whereas deviations from the natural translation rhythm may favor pathways leading to
trapped misfolded states. Deciphering the ‘folding code’ of the mRNA will contribute to understanding
the diseases caused by protein misfolding and to rational protein design.
� 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CCBY license (http://creativecom-

mons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Protein synthesis and folding are fundamental
processes that ensure cell viability, fitness, and
the ability of the organism to respond to
environmental cues. At each round of translation
elongation, the ribosome adds an amino acid to
the C-terminus of the nascent peptide. The
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growing peptide moves down the exit tunnel of the
ribosome and starts to fold inside the narrow
space of the tunnel. The environment of the tunnel
and the vectorial appearance of the nascent
peptide from the N- to the C-terminus define the
pioneering round of the nascent protein folding on
the ribosome. Interactions with the ribosome
inside and outside of the tunnel favor formation of
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local compact structures such as a-helices,
destabilize and delay formation of native protein
folds, and induce formation of folding
intermediates that are not observed in solution (for
reviews, see1–4). The timescales of translation and
protein folding govern the partitioning between
natively folded, functionally active conformations
and misfolded off-pathway intermediates that have
to be removed by the quality control machinery of
the cell. This interplay is made even more complex
by the fact that kinetics of translation is not uniform,
with some codons and codon contexts leading to
delays in protein synthesis. Generally, local transla-
tion rates can be modulated by many factors,
including synonymous codon usage, tRNA pools
(including tRNA isoacceptors and isodecoders, as
well as tRNA modifications), mRNA secondary
structures and amino acid sequences in nascent
peptides (for review, see5). Early observations sug-
gested that rare codon clusters lead to translational
pauses and those, in turn, modulate protein produc-
tion and folding, leading to the hypothesis that
translational pauses might serve as
“interpunctuations” during nascent chain folding on
the ribosome (reviewed in6–8). Since then, enor-
mous progress in bioinformatics, ribosome profiling,
as well as biophysical and structural techniques
provided strong support in favor of this concept. In
a broader sense, mRNA context appears to encode
the conserved pace of translation which is important
to maintain correct protein folding. This concept is
referred to as a “folding code of mRNA” or “transla-
tional tuning”8–10; however, the exact mechanisms
of how variation of the translation rates results in
correctly folded or misfolded protein structures
remains unclear. In this review, we will discuss
how different factors that define local translation
speed modulate protein folding with the focus on
synonymous codons and amino acid charges in
nascent peptides.
Modulation of Translation Rates by
Synonymous Codons

Among the factors affecting local translation
rates, synonymous codons, i.e. codons that
encode the same amino acid, but are decoded by
different tRNAs, are studied best. Frequencies of
synonymous codons differ between genomes, as
well as among individual mRNAs in the genome,
which is known as codon usage bias. While the
view that synonymous codons affect both
translation and cotranslational folding are widely
accepted, in most cases interpretation of the
results in terms of translational tuning relies on
assumptions. The first assumption is that a non-
uniform distribution of synonymous codons along
the mRNA indeed changes the local translation
rates, thereby generating a unique pattern of
discontinuous synthesis, referred to as a
translation rhythm. Second, altered translation
2

rhythm is assumed to affect cotranslational protein
folding on the ribosome. Third, alterations in the
protein conformational ensemble arising during
the pioneering round of protein folding on the
ribosome must endure after the protein is released
into the cytosol. Deviations in translation kinetics,
e.g. due to replacements of rare for frequent
codons, should lead to changes in protein’s
function or enhanced protein aggregation/
degradation. In principle, the same set of
assumptions holds true for any type of
translational pauses; in the following, we will
summarize the experimental evidence underlying
the links between translation rhythm and protein
folding/misfolding for synonymous codon clusters.
Non-uniform distribution of synonymous
codons and translation kinetics

According to the neutral theory of molecular
evolution,11 synonymous codon substitutions
should be largely unaffected by the selective pres-
sure, because they encode the same amino acid;
hence, synonymous codons distribution along the
mRNA should be random. However, studies of sin-
gle nucleotide variants in human genome suggest
that in many cases rare codon clusters are substan-
tially more abundant than expected based on ran-
dom selection and their positions are highly
conserved.12,13 This implies that synonymous
codons have an important evolutionary conserved
role in mRNA homeostasis. In fact, substantial evi-
dence indicates that codon usage modulates
mRNA stability, translation efficiency and fidelity
as well as protein folding, and these effects are
sometimes linked, e.g., low translational efficiency
may lead to mRNA degradation and translation
errors can result in proteinmisfolding.14,15 However,
if the positions of synonymous codons in the mRNA
are changed, the resulting protein can misfold even
if translation remains efficient and error-free, and
the challenge is to understand why this happens.
The next question is whether rare codon clusters

indeed lead to translational pauses. Early
experiments revealed local variations in translation
rates16,17 and suggested that the presence of rare
codons in domain linkers served to slow down
translation at these regions.17 The development of
ribosome profiling18 enabled genome-wide analysis
of ribosome pausing events at a codon resolution.
While locating the ribosome pause sites turned
out to be sensitive to details of experimental proto-
cols,19,20 an improved ribosome profiling method
identified pause sites at rare codon clusters20 and
suggested that these pauses are conserved.21

The patterns of ribosome pausing during synthesis
of paralogous domains tend to be significantly more
similar than those of non-paralogous domains, sug-
gesting that translation rhythm is not only conserved
but also crucial to retain folding pathways and facil-
itate efficient folding.21 Thus, the assumption that
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synonymous codons can lead to local translation
delays appears to be valid for many mRNAs.
Codon usage also has an effect on the global

translation rates. Approaches involving
substitutions of rare with frequent synonymous
codons, known as codon optimization, are widely
used to enhance protein production, in particular
in heterologous hosts with different codon usage
bias.22 Currently, an array of codon optimization
tools is available, which however rarely consider
the effects of synonymous codon usage on protein
folding and primarily focus on enhancing protein
yield. However, maximizing the yield often results
in incorrect protein folding,23–25 thereby reducing
protein activity and increasing risks of manufactur-
ing malfunctioning protein, including protein thera-
peutics. Notably, even minor changes in protein
structure can result in altered immunogenicity,26

underscoring the significance of the problem.27

Carefully designed engineering of synonymous
codons along mRNA allowing to restore natural
pace of translation not only enhances protein yield,
but also improves protein folding and stability.28,29

While many rare codons slow down translation,
not every synonymous mutation leads to a marked
change in ribosome profiling pattern or displays
fitness effects and, vice versa, not every pause in
ribosome profiling is due to synonymous codons.
Moreover, interpretation of synonymous codon
effects is often complicated by confounding
factors, such as changes in mRNA structure and
stability or increased misreading,14,15 which have
profound effects on the translation rate and yield.
Prolonged translation pauses may result in stalled
complexes that are recognized by the quality control
machinery of the cell, which disassembles such
complexes and degrades the incomplete protein.
On the other hand, mild pausing effects of synony-
mous codons can be enhanced by the context,
including mRNA structures, the vicinity of bicodon
motifs that further delay translation, or the charges
in nascent peptides. The interplay between these
various factors ensures the optimum yield of func-
tional protein in the cell.

Synonymous codons and protein folding

The first evidence for the effect of synonymous
codon substitutions on protein folding came from
in vitro experiments using Escherichia coli
chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT).30 In that
study, synonymous replacements of sixteen con-
secutive rare codons in the CAT gene led to faster
translation of the mutated mRNA region, but
decreased the specific activity of the enzyme by
about 20%, indicating that a fraction of CAT mole-
cules was misfolded.30 Notably, recent computer
simulation studies also suggested that rare codon
substitutions should reduce CAT activity by about
20%.31 A number of subsequent studies over the
last decade provided ample evidence that synony-
mous codon substitutions can affect proteins’ con-
3

formation and substrate specificity, aggregation
propensity, phosphorylation profiles, as well as
intracellular processing and targeting.32–40

One notable study connects synonymous codon
usage with cellular phenotypes in Neurospora
crassa. Altered codon usage in the circadian clock
gene frequency (FRQ) mRNA impaired FRQ
activity and completely abolished circadian
rhythms.34 Replacing rare with frequent codons in
this region altered protein stability, phosphorylation
profiles, and protease sensitivity of FRQ. Similarly,
codon ‘optimization’ of the open reading frame of
a component of the Drosophila circadian clock
encoded by the period (Per) gene abolished the cir-
cadian locomotor rhythm due to impairment of PER
activity and reduction of PER phosphorylation.37

Another elegant study showed how rational
design of synonymous codons within a given
sequence can be used to modulate protein
conformations.36 The authors engineered a fluores-
cent protein consisting of the N- (yellow) and C-
terminal (cyan) half-domains competing to form a
folded domain with the central half-domain, which
allowed quantifying the folding outcome using a flu-
orescence readout. The properties of the resulting
protein depended on the synthesis rates of the
inter-half-domain linker, which was modulated by
differential synonymous codon composition of the
mRNA.36 These studies provide a first step towards
using synonymous codons for design of proteins
with the same sequence but different structures.
One study may be of particular interest, because

it provides links between synonymous codon
usage, local and global translational kinetics, co-
and post-translational folding, and protein
conformation and stability.28 In this study, eye lens
protein cB-crystalline was used as model protein,
because translation of this two-domain protein is a
non-uniform process with specific pauses optimized
to tune its synthesis and folding in the cell.17,28

Synonymous codon substitutions altered both local
and global translation rates and protein conforma-
tion, resulting is different sensitivity to spontaneous
proteolysis in cells (Figure 1). Alterations in mRNA
stability and misreading levels were ruled out by
control experiments, suggesting that the observed
effects were likely due to the codon-dependent
changes in translation and protein folding.28 Real-
time fluorescence and FRET measurements
showed that when the natural translation rhythm
was changed, folding of the N-terminal domain of
cB-crystallin was delayed. In part, this could be
explained by slower translation and delayed emer-
gence of the nascent peptide from the exit tunnel.
However, even when the full N-terminal domain
emerged from the ribosome, its folding was still sig-
nificantly slower when translation rhythm was dis-
torted. This suggests that the ensemble of peptide
conformations exiting the tunnel depends on the
speed of synthesis.28 Moreover, 2D NMR revealed
that proteins produced from mRNAs with a different



Figure 1. Translational tuning of protein folding. Optimal, native rhythm of translation ensures correct folding (upper
branch). Shown is the structure of cB-crystallin38 (for visual clarity, the sizes of the ribosome and the nascent protein
are not drawn to scale). Altered translation kinetics can lead to misfolding (lower branch; the misfolded structure
shown is an artistic imagination). Misfolded proteins can refold co- or post-translationally, with or without the help of
molecular chaperones, but is some cases become trapped in stable non-native, aggregation-prone states.
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combination of synonymous codons were struc-
turally different despite the unchanged amino acid
sequence and, furthermore, a more natural transla-
tion rhythm led to a considerable conformational
diversity in purified cB-crystallin with respect to its
oxidation state. This may indicate that folding of
cB-crystallin may require dynamic transitions to
establish a correct pattern of disulfide bonds,
whereas the reduced conformation formed as a
result of a mistuned translation is entangled in an
alternative, unnatural conformation. This work sug-
gested that synonymous substitutions alter the
landscape of accessible protein conformations both
on and off the ribosome28 (Figure 1). Together,
these results support the hypothesis that synony-
mous codon usage may serve as a secondary code
for protein folding in the cell.
Synonymous codons in disease

There are several examples that illustrate the link
between synonymous codon usage and disease.
For example, a single synonymous mutation of a
frequent isoleucine ATC codon to the rare ATT
codon encoded by the multidrug resistance 1
(MDR1) gene alters P-glycoprotein substrate
specificity.32 This study was the first to demonstrate
that naturally occurring synonymous variants
encoding the same amino acid can nevertheless
result in proteins with different structural and func-
tional properties and explained previously noted dif-
4

ferences in P-glycoprotein pharmacokinetics in
individuals carrying this mutation.
Subsequent studies provided further examples of

naturally occurring single synonymous mutations
linked to disease states and explained hitherto
puzzling cellular phenotypes.41–43 For example,
the pathogenic effect of a single valine GTG to
GTA synonymous mutation in the F9 gene (encod-
ing blood coagulation factor FIX) associated with
hemophilia B remained unclear,44 because it could
not be explained by changes in mRNA levels/stabil-
ity or alternative splicing, which is a common cause
of many diseases associated with synonymous
mutations. It turned out that the mutation changes
the rate of FIX synthesis, which alters its structure
and processing and decreases extracellular protein
levels.43 Further examples of synonymous codon
substitutions in a plethora of disease-relevant pro-
teins include cystic fibrosis transmembrane conduc-
tance regulator (CFTR),45 Kirsten Ras oncogene
homolog from the mammalian Ras gene family
(KRAS),46,47 or the estrogen receptor-alpha protein
in breast cancer cells.48 These data shed light on
the potential roles of single nucleotide variants in
human genome that can be used for risk assess-
ment and diagnostics of diseases.
Charged amino acids in the nascent chain

In addition to synonymous codons, other factors
can modulate local translation rates, such as
patches of charged amino acids and specialized
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stalling sequences in nascent peptides, as well as
the secondary structure elements in the mRNA
(reviewed in5,49,50). These effects are often hard to
identify due to the lack of simple signatures in ribo-
some profiling. While ribosome pausing at some
mRNA contexts, e.g. bicodons and mRNA sec-
ondary structures, are well characterized (reviewed
in5), their effects on protein folding are unclear. In
contrast, charged amino acid regions in nascent
peptides are known to play an important role in
modulating protein folding.51 Positively and nega-
tively charged amino acid patches may have a dif-
ferent effect depending on their location in the exit
tunnel. Analysis of 551,705 protein sequences from
different organisms suggested that positively
charged sequences are generally less abundant
than negatively charged ones52 and there is a
strong evolutionary pressure against supercharged
proteins with charges greater than 14. Patches of
positively charged amino acids are more frequent
at the N-terminus of proteins.52,53 Positively
charged amino acids upstream of the A-site codon
slow down translation independent of the codon
identity or distribution,51 and there is a linear corre-
lation between the length of the positively charged
segment and the length of translation pause.54

One model for the translational slowdown is that
positive charges exert force on the peptidyl trans-
ferase center that increases the distance between
amino acids attached to the CCA ends of P- and
A-site tRNAs and hence increases the barrier for
peptide bond formation.55 We note that cryo-EM
studies of ribosome complexes with Lys-tRNA in
the A site did not observed any deviations from
the canonical tRNA positions.56 This suggests that
the effect of positive charges on the peptidyl trans-
ferase center is more likely indirect, due to signaling
through the tunnel, consistent with the observation
that the maximum effect is observed when the pep-
tide linker connecting the charged patch with the
tRNA is about 10 amino acids long.51 Such linker
would bring the charges into the vicinity of the con-
striction site of the ribosome formed by ribosomal
proteins uL4 and uL22. Therefore an alternative
explanation for the experimental data51 is that the
repulsion between the positive charges in the nas-
cent peptide and in uL4 and uL22 prevents forma-
tion of the active conformation of the peptidyl
transferase center, akin to rearrangements induced
by different conformations of CspA nascent chain.57

We also note that a delay in translation when a nas-
cent peptide reaches the constriction site may be a
more general effect, as genome-wide ribosome pro-
filing in mammalian cells revealed elevated ribo-
some density at the 5th mRNA codon.58,59 The
effect was attributed to the geometry of the constric-
tion site, as deletion of the tunnel loop of the riboso-
mal protein L4 diminishes translational pausing at
the 5th codon.58 Poly(Lys) stretches can also inhibit
translation, but in this case translation stalling
requires a string of consecutive AAA codons and
5

is not observed on the alternative Lys codon AAG,
indicating that the peptide effects are unlikely to
play a key role.60–62

Stretches of negatively charged residues in the
nascent peptide may cause even more dramatic
effects, leading to translational arrest and
destabilization of ribosome complexes, a process
referred to as intrinsic ribosome destabilization
(IRD).63,64 The effect depends on the location of
the charged sequence in the nascent peptide and
on the upstream peptide context, with the upstream
positive charges enhancing the inhibitory effect,
whereas hydrophobic residues counteracting it.63

Translation arrest is greatly reduced if the IRD
sequence is located > 30 amino acids away from
the N-terminus of the nascent protein. It is likely that
as the nascent protein starts to fold, the developing
tension is sufficient to alleviate the translation arrest
by the IRD, akin to the rescue effect of folding on the
SecM-like stalling sequences.49 Natural strong IRD-
like sequences contain alternating negatively
charged residues and prolines, but they usually do
not stall translation, because they are mostly found
in the middle of open reading frames, where the
ribosome is stabilized by the presence of the nas-
cent peptide in the tunnel.64 A similar sequence
motif comprised of negatively charged residues,
Gly and Pro was identified as universally conserved
stalling site using ribosome profiling datasets from
phylogenetically diverse eukaryotes (yeast, fruit
fly, zebra fish, mouse and human).65 The relevance
of such translation stop sites for protein folding is
unclear, but given that a pause in translation may
result in attenuation of protein folding, such pauses
may play the same role as rare codon clusters.

How can local translation rates affect folding
of a mature protein?

The extensive work on the mechanism of
cotranslational protein folding (reviewed in2,66–67)
suggests how altered translation rates can lead to
misfolding. The folding energy landscape on the
ribosome differs dramatically from that of protein
re-folding in solution (Figure 2). Cotranslational
compaction of the N-terminal amino acids of the
nascent protein is vectorial and begins in the narrow
exit tunnel, which limits the conformational space to
mostly local intrachain contacts. Inside the tunnel,
nascent chains remain dynamic and the different
conformations can rapidly interconvert.68 However,
as the nascent chain grows, some of the earlier
states become inaccessible, because interactions
within a longer nascent chain offer a more stable
fold. The irreversibility due to the increase of the
chain length may trap non-native intermediates on
the path to the misfolded state (Figure 2). Further
increase in the chain length may preclude refolding
of incorrectly formed states, because the meta-
stable states that exchange between native and
non-native folds are no longer available.69 Misfold-
ing may be global or local, such as changes in loop



Figure 2. The energy landscape of protein folding on the ribosome. Nascent chain compaction begins with a few
rapidly interconverting folding intermediates (small purple balls). As the nascent chain grows (represented by the
increasing ball size), some of the previously allowed conformations become inaccessible, thereby providing a barrier
separating the pathways leading to correct folding (green arrows) from misfolding (gray arrows). Altered (higher or
lower) translation rate opens the time window that favors partitioning to the misfolded state (red arrow). Misfolding
may be global or local, such as formation of entangled states (illustrated by the red color in misfolded protein
conformations).
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conformations or formation of entangled states.31

Depending on the protein, these intermediates can
be converted – co- or post-translationally, with or
without the help of molecular chaperones – into
the native protein state through reshuffling reac-
tions or become trapped in stable non-native,
aggregation-prone states.
For the above kinetic partitioning model to explain

misfolding, the rates of chain elongation and
fluctuations in nascent protein conformations
should be comparable. Translation rates vary, on
average, between 1 and 20 aa/s depending on the
organism, codon identity and context, whereas
secondary and tertiary structure formation typically
occurs on a ms to ms time scale.70,71 The large dif-
ference in the time scales would suggest that
cotranslational folding takes place under quasi-
equilibrium conditions.72,73 Furthermore, because
6

ribosome-bound nascent chains are highly
dynamic,57,68,69,74–77 any folding/misfolding events
should be transient and reversible. This implies that
emerging protein domains should be able to
assume a post-translational refolding pathway as
soon as they have moved far enough from the ribo-
some surface, and there is some evidence in favor
of this notion.68,78–80 Furthermore, many misfolding
defects can be removed by chaperones that interact
with nascent chains on the ribosome and with the
released proteins in solution. However, as
described above, there are numerous examples
demonstrating that misfolded conformations formed
cotranslationally persist after the release of the pro-
tein from the ribosome and in some cases the pro-
teins do not attain their native conformations even
their refolding in solution.81 This raises a question
of how any alterations in translation speed that do
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not change the amino acid sequence of the protein
can affect translation given that the time domains of
the two reactions hardly overlap.
One approach to understand the link between the

translation and folding time scales is through
computer simulations.31,73,82–84 An early study com-
bining chemical kinetic equations for co-
translational folding with genomic and proteomic
data suggested that folding of about one third of
E. coli cytosolic proteins is under kinetic control
and that the majority of the co-translational folding
domains within these proteins are influenced by
translation kinetics.82 One important observation
from computer simulations is that non-native inter-
actions involving C-terminal residues can drastically
slow down cotranslational folding into native struc-
tures.84 This notion resonates with the conclusions
of biochemical/structural studies suggesting that
formation of the native domain structures is delayed
by the ribosome.69,85,74–77 Furthermore, slower fold-
ing may be a consequence of a vectorial folding
pathway on the ribosome that proceeds through
other intermediates than refolding in solu-
tion.57,72,78,86–89 Such non-native intermediates
may be destabilized and more prone to misfolding.
Indeed, force measurements indicated that stalling
of ribosomes with incomplete nascent chain
induces rapid formation of off-pathway intermedi-
ates that refold very slowly, whereas on-going
translation prevents the peptide from entering these
local energy minima by rapidly increasing the length
of the peptide.69 Thus, the rate of translation could
be evolutionary adjusted to avoid conformationally
trapped intermediates by modulating the transition
towards longer peptides that can form native con-
tacts.83,84 Moreover, nascent chain contacts with
the proteins lining up the tunnel walls, uL4, uL22,
uL23, uL24 and uL39 can have an effect. While
uL4 and uL22 may affect folding indirectly, due to
coordinating the activity of the peptidyl transferase
center,57 interactions of nascent peptide with
uL23, uL24 and uL39 delay and modulate fold-
ing.74,90 Forming and resolving these transient inter-
actions, which change as the peptide moves down
the tunnel, may provide a link between the transla-
tion and folding timescales. Thus, non-equilibrium
processes due to vectorial nature of translation,
delayed folding into native structures, and interac-
tions with the tunnel walls can explain the formation
and retention of alternative conformations depend-
ing on the translation speed.
One unresolved question concerns the structure

of the putative misfolded states. A recent
multiscale modeling of three E. coli enzymes (type
III chloramphenicol acetyltransferase, D-alanine–
D-alanine ligase B and dihydrofolate reductase)
suggests that synonymous mutations alter kinetic
partitioning between co- and post-translational
folding/misfolding pathways.31 Near-native interme-
diates formed along such altered pathway repre-
sent long-lived kinetic traps that may display
7

topological entanglements that render a fraction of
the protein inactive. The distortions are local, for
example in the proximity of the enzyme active site,
but otherwise display an overall native fold, which
would explain why they do not aggregate and avoid
recognition by the chaperones and the cell degrada-
tion machinery. Whether such entangled states
would represent a typical outcome of the altered
translation kinetics for any given protein remains
to be established, but the simulations provide a
good starting point to test their predictions by e.g.
mutational analysis and enzymatic assays. On the
other hand, translation pauses, particularly caused
by synonymous codons, can delay rearrangements
at quite common boundaries between different sec-
ondary structures, such as, e.g., b-strand ? coil
and coil ? b-strand.91 Also formation of native
and non-native disulfide bonds can be affected by
the translation delays and timing of compaction
events.92,93 Analysis of the vast amount of
sequence and structural data (using 1343 protein
chains) available forE. coli suggested that the back-
bone dihedral angle of an amino acid is statistically
dependent on the identity of the codon encoding
it.94 Remarkably, this correlation allowed the
authors to predict protein backbone dihedral angles
with a lower error than when using amino acid
sequence information alone.95 The Coding
Sequence and Structure (CSandS) database con-
taining information on 4406 proteins including 786
E. coli proteins, 890 human and 301 yeast proteins,
similarly allowed the authors to conclude that syn-
onymous codons have distinct propensity for differ-
ent protein secondary structure types and this
propensity is significantly different from those
favored by the amino acids they encode.96 Overall,
these results support the premise that synonymous
codons encode more information than merely an
amino acid identity and can predict the conforma-
tion of nascent peptides and their propensity to fold
and misfold.
Conclusions

The work of many groups over the last decade
demonstrated that mRNA harbors additional
layers of structural information beyond the amino
acid sequence of proteins. The signals provided
by the codon context and mRNA structure
translate into a precisely tuned periods of rapid
protein synthesis separated by pauses. This
rhythm of translation plays an important role in
determining the protein yield and activity.
However, a number of questions remains open.
While there are numerous examples of
synonymous codons modulating protein folding, it
remains unclear why some synonymous variants
alter translation pace and protein conformations,
whereas others are neutral. Here, the codon
context including neighboring codons/amino acids,
potential mRNA secondary structures, the
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respective tRNA concentrations, and the translation
rates upstream and downstream of the pause site
may be important9,97,98; further systematic work will
be required to understand the prevalence and
importance of these signals. Moreover, the impact
of translation pauses on folding of any given protein
depends on the exact nature of cotranslational fold-
ing intermediates for this protein. Predicting such
intermediates and understanding how alteration of
the translation rhythm changes the structure and
the population distribution of intermediates is one
of the major challenges of future research.
One obvious bottleneck for future studies is the

scarcity of reliable structural information on
cotranslational folding intermediates inside the exit
tunnel, which limits our understanding of both the
nature of folds as well as their interactions with the
ribosome. Given the transient and dynamic nature
of these putative intermediates, their structural
elucidation presents a formidable challenge. Even
more difficult would be to visualize the misfolded
intermediates and trace their folding landscape on
and off the ribosome. However, with the
accumulating evidence on potential medical
implications of synonymous variants, such
structural work would help to predict the potential
impact of synonymous variations on protein
conformations and to understand the potential
disease causes. In this respect, it appears
important to implement codon-specific structural
information94 into structural databases and protein
structure prediction algorithms and to test these
predictions experimentally. Understanding of how
synonymous codons – in their given context – affect
protein folding may open a path for alternative
design strategies based on the translation rhythm
without changing an amino acid sequence.
Notably, factors others than synonymous variants

can affect local translation speed. Indeed, tRNA
concentrations seem to be even better predictors
of translation speed than relative codon usage.96

In principle, any pause irrespective of its source
could have the same effect on protein folding. This
implies that also mRNA secondary structures
(which slow down translation while the ribosome
unwinds them) should affect protein folding, but
there are no studies of such effects so far. Another
major challenge is to understand the position-
specific effects of charges in nascent chains on
cotranslational folding, ribosome stalling and desta-
bilization63 and the cellular response to such stalling
events. In contrast to transient ribosome pausing
events, which are quickly resolved yet still affect
protein folding, prolonged ribosome stalling caused
by negatively charged patches in nascent peptides
can lead to ribosome collisions with the next ribo-
some, thereby eliciting quality control responses
coupling translation to ribosome recycling and
8

protein degradation pathways. Interactions of nas-
cent chains with the ribosome can also allosterically
alter the conformation of the peptidyl transferase
center.57 The crosstalk between the nascent pep-
tide conformation and the structure of the active
sites of the ribosome remains another open ques-
tion that has to be clarified. Whatever the results,
it is likely that future experiments will provide excit-
ing insights into folding code of mRNAs and into the
cross-talk between the functional centers of the
ribosome, nascent peptide conformation and
dynamics, and the activity of the protein in the cell.
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